Tire Service

**Tire Tool Station**
Organize your tire tools! Dual station design provides access for two technicians.

**Tire Cart**
Keep rolling, even with a full load of tires! Our unique design lets you stack tires close together to get maximum use of your storage space.

**Tire Cutters**
Reduce wear on tire shredder blades. Cut 80 tires an hour! High-strength steel blade slices through a radial truck tire in one revolution.

**Tire Spreaders**
The most comprehensive line of tire spreaders for both inspection and repair in the industry.

Under Car Service

**Strut Compressors**
Our Model 7400 is the “standard of the industry”! The 7400 will handle the toughest struts including Ford F-150 and Toyota Rav-4 without any adaptors. Bench Mount and Mobile Cart also available.

**Brake Bleeder**
Diaphragm-type bleeder for conventional and anti-lock brake systems allows for one-man operation. Diaphragm keeps brake fluid and air separated. Custom adaptors available for all makes and models.

**Rolling Jacks**
Our heavy duty Air/Hydraulic Rolling Jacks, with telescoping mounting brackets, fit many of the most popular 4-post lifts. Replace original equipment jacks with the appropriate model. Available in 6,000, 7,000 and 9,000 lb. capacity.
Nitrogen Tire Inflation

Whether you run a motorcycle shop or a large trucking fleet, there is a Branick Nitrogen System right for you. Get what you need with our complete marketing support packages. All of our generators are equipped with Air Products PRISM membranes, Made in the U.S.A; the most efficient membrane in the world!

Nitrogen tire inflation maximizes vehicle handling, fuel efficiency and tire life through better tire pressure retention, improved fuel economy and cooler running tires.

Tire Inflation Cages

Several sizes available to handle any size tires. All Branick cages meet OSHA requirements and are constructed of 2 3/4” diameter, high tensile steel tubing. Combine our auto inflation device with our No-Mar cage and create a more efficient and safer environment for your workers. Protect your Techs and your reputation!
Branick Industries, Inc. was established in 1917 by C. Earl Branick, who was a national leader in developing tire handling equipment. Earl received over 160 patents and manufactured more than 35 different models of tire spreaders, tire inspectors, curing rims, bead breakers, tire inflation gauges, alignment jacks and automotive specialty tools. The contributions of C. Earl Branick to the tire service industry were truly invaluable.

Today, Branick continues to deliver cutting edge technologies for both the tire and automotive industries. We were the first to introduce modern Nitrogen Systems to the United States and the first to release digital technology for casing inspection through our subsidiary, Hawkinson. With over 750,000 customers worldwide, we proudly remain focused on the tradition of quality instilled by Mr. Branick, while our team of R&D engineers continues his legacy of innovation.

Brian Brasch, president and owner, now leads the company into a greener tomorrow by focusing on fuel conservation and helping our customers reduce their carbon footprint. With multiple manufacturing facilities in the Midwest, we at Branick Industries will continue to drive into the future to maintain our well-earned reputation for quality, service, innovation and value.